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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Once upon a time. Sounds like a simple
enough way to start a story - and particularly a story about time travel, but what does it mean, once
upon a time ? What is time? Clocks can tell us what time it is, but they cannot tell us what time is!
The story of time travel you are about to read, while a work of fiction, is largely based on real
science, real people and real events. Where fact leaves off and fiction begins is for you to decide. Do
a search on just about anything in this book and make up your own mind what is real . For instance
Morgan Robertson really did publish a book on the sinking of an unsinkable ship that hit an iceberg
fourteen years before Titanic; The edition of The Time Machine published by Holt, really did
misspell Wells name as H.S. Wells and his address listed on the letter sent to Bridgit, was Wells
actual address at the time; Lord Brassey really did go off to Australia to become Governor of Victoria
and...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide! Its this kind of excellent read through. it absolutely was writtern very perfectly and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be change
when you complete reading this ebook.
-- Murphy Dooley-- Murphy Dooley

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of your publication. Your way of life
period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Matt Maggio-- Matt Maggio
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